3-30-1945

Roundup, March 30

Associated Students of Boise Junior College
The Boise Junior College Carnival should not be missed. Variety shows promise to be a very entertaining affair. Already anticipated and confirmed over the queen candidates has caused quite a stir. Voting has been taking place in the Student Union this week and will be concluded at approximately 10:30, Saturday night. At present, it is a close race between Miss Bertha Kuckenbecker, Miss Jane Pigg, and Miss W. A. A. There has been an absence of activity in assembly hall with the completion of the decoration and construction of the Glymph's Barn.

The carnival fun is at its peak on April 25th. Special buses leaving from Mc-Call at 7:30 and 4:30 will provide transportation to the college campuses. Buses will return to town at 10:00 o'clock and 11:30. The festivities will take place in the Student Union Assembly Hall. Dancing will be held in the Student Union. Refreshments will be served in both lounges. The Associated Women have charge of the door admission. The Carnaval Queen will be selected and the dancing and food concession George C. B. C. C. will be sponsoring a telegram service and spokes people. The Boise Club has charge of Bingo and fish pond concessions, and a dart raffle have been promised by the Boy's Wrestling Athletic Association. A cake walk and the sale of fireworks will be supervised by the Glymph's Barn. Ticket sales to the Glymph's Barn will be supervised by Helen Jones and the Associated Women.

The highlight of the evening will be the Coronation of the Carnaval Queen, during which the spotlight is focused on a candidate. The candidates are Miss Betty Kuckenbecker, Miss Rose Mays, Miss Jane Pigg, Miss W. A., and Carol Peterson as "Miss Boise Junior College.

The townpeople are urged to support the Carnaval Queen contest. With no advertising campaign, the Carnaval Queen contest is sponsored by the Boise college students. "The Multnomah Eagle" and "Star" have been reached. The Associated Women are sponsoring this carnival for the purpose of raising money for the scholarships to be given to students next year.

(Continued on Page 2)
DAVID NICOLLS GIVES INTERESTING ACCOUNT OF EXPERIENCES ABOARD

A recent visitor on our ship, David Nicholson, the son of a foreign correspondent, who spoke on the last Lycam on his travels and experiences in Russia and of the present conditions in that country, is well informed and he has interesting to tell the audience.

Most of the audience found Mr. Nicholson's description of Russia more interesting than an ordinary lecture on this subject. Even those who had been to the country were fully aware of the fact that Mr. Nicholson had a good grasp of the subject and that he had made a good job of it. He used many interesting stories and anecdotes in his description of the country, and he was able to describe it in a very clear and concise manner. Many of the audience were interested in his account and they were impressed with the way in which he told his story.

Mr. Nicholson spoke of the railway journey from Moscow to Stalingrad, which he said had been the most interesting part of his trip. He described the scenery and the people they met along the way, and he showed some of the photographs he had taken. Many of the audience were impressed with the way in which he had been able to capture the atmosphere of the country.

Mr. Nicholson also spoke of his visit to the Black Sea and the Crimea, where he had been able to see some of the beautiful sights. He described the beaches, the mountains, and the cities, and he showed some of the photographs he had taken. Many of the audience were impressed with the way in which he had been able to capture the beauty of the country.

Mr. Nicholson also spoke of his visit to the Crimean War memorial, where he had been able to see some of the photographs he had taken. He described the memorial and the people he had met, and he showed some of the photographs he had taken. Many of the audience were impressed with the way in which he had been able to capture the atmosphere of the country.

Mr. Nicholson concluded his speech by thanking the audience for their attention and by inviting them to ask any questions they might have. Many of the audience were interested in hearing more from him and they asked a number of questions. Mr. Nicholson was able to answer all of their questions and he was pleased to be able to help them.

The audience was impressed with the way in which Mr. Nicholson had been able to capture the beauty of the country and the atmosphere of the country. Many of them were interested in hearing more from him and they asked a number of questions. Mr. Nicholson was able to answer all of their questions and he was pleased to be able to help them.
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HEARTBEAT IS BEATEN ALONG

as the air was filled with music. The band was playing as the students entered the gym. Many of the students were dancing and singing along to the music. A group of friends was sitting on the bleachers, enjoying the performance.

CORD TAKES VOWS

The marriage of Miss Ruth McElroy, freshman, was recently announced. Miss McElroy left Boise to become the bride of her fiancé, Robert Davis who is stationed at Spaulding, a short distance away. He is a member of the baseball team and a student in the music department. They plan to return to Boise after the wedding.

SMILES ON THE CAMPUS

Brosse left Boise to become the bride of her fiancé, Robert Davis who is stationed at Spaulding, a short distance away. He is a member of the baseball team and a student in the music department. They plan to return to Boise after the wedding.

SLETS BY RUTH

Men to the right of me, one to the left of me. I could sit there and listen to the music all day. My favorite song is 'The Moonlight Sonata.' I also love 'The Last Waltz.' Music really helps me relax.
B. J. C. ROUPEUP

SPORTS

ENGELKING ORGANIZES BASEBALL TEAM

Rex Engelking's call for baseball players drew out fourteen anxious aspirants on Monday afternoon of March 30th. This will be the first baseball team for several years as B. J. C. We are hoping to have games with the C. of I., The Nazarene Academy, and some of the local high school teams.

Those answering to the diamond call are: Buckner, Reed, Cox, Roberts, Parker, Everett, Pulliam, Osweiller, Querry, Thornton, Coffin, Bush and Rapier.

Positions being bid for are:

Pitcher: Buckner, Reed, On.
Catcher: Everett
First Base: Roberts and Cox
Second Base—Pulliam
Third Base: Parker and Osweiller
Short Stop: Reed and Coffin
Left Field: Neely
Center Field: Querry
Right Field: Bush and Rapier
Tuesday, March 27, we opened our season with a home game against Edge High school.

Today we have a home game with Star High school. One with this school has been cancelled because of the damp weather.

BRONCS LOSE FIRST GAME

The Broncs lost their first base ball game to the team from the home field last Tuesday by a score of 8 to 3. Coach Engelking fielded all hands and players which made a good showing. Edgar Neveiller was a surprise for the Broncs with Ross Pulliam making up the other end of the battery. Edgar had let only one run in during the first five image of play and we were ahead 3 to 1 when Engelking decided to try a couple of his other boys on the mound. They lasted the experience of Edgar and Jack Neveiller to come in. In as much as this was a practice game to find out which fellows can play which position best, the loss shouldn't be regarded as a moral failure.

One of the players making the most showing was Hymie Reed who got a hit and held down the third base slugging with having any errors chalked up against him. Hymie held down the second base slugging as a veteran. He made a beautiful catch, high over his head, to retire the Eagle nine in the first inning. Hymie is a very good looking prospect in the field while Herb Everett, who did not see action because of a bad leg, promises to be one of our best hitters as well as a good catcher.

The Broncs play Star on their home diamond today and the team would greatly appreciate it if some of our fellow students would come out to see at least part of the game. Let's all come to the game and cheer the Orange and Blue victory.

KENNEDY TO SPEAK

(Continued from Page 3)

MARTIAN INVASION. "The War of the Worlds."

By way of rounding out his triple treat career, Mr. Kennedy has had published several volumes of his own work and is now planning to make a one of the world's great lecturers of the future.

Critic's Comments

Some statements made by Mr. Kennedy are as follows: "New and different ideas are now over with a bang. Re-looking for the third time."—Towns Hall, Detroit, Michigan: "Enjoyed hearing Mr. Kennedy; his sense of humor—delicious and his manner of delivery—excellent."—University Country Club, Rye, N. Y.: "Kennedy laid 'em on the stage. A grand person and a very capable speaker." Civic Forum, University of Minnesota: "A capital lecture program we have had this year."—Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, and there are many others.

Shirley Fertell is the proud owner of a new celt which the boys have named Miss Sue. She has had a rather scheduled bus leaving the college for those who wish to see it. Herb has been having some serious trouble lately. Maybe it would help if you and Judy would not sit on all the side of the car. Herb. Most of your playing has been playing around in the balls with out-stretched arms or swinging our legs around in some awkward way, remember that we don't or shouldn't act that way—we didn't when we started practicing for the ball—and we promise not to now that we're over that. If you like you can keep from it. Seriously though, we enjoyed putting the program on, but we're certainly glad it's over. The ball and bat dances were presented successful-ly Tuesday, March 27.

Tennis is the sport chosen to be brought out in the light now. The physical education classes have already begun their practice and the Women's Athletic Association is ready to begin now that the program is over. A tournament with the college will be held in which both Coach Engelking's boys and Mrs. Adams' girls will participate. The tournament will last for the next several weeks, during which songs and doubles, in addition to mixed singles and doubles, will be played. Dig out your tennis racket and come play with us.

We wish to thank all the donors of the carnival who have generously contributed to make the event a success.

Although many girls are glad the day when we had to stuff our little bags with lovely "baseball lovers" who now sit beside us, they are still holding on to all for now about it. I am sure that we will all remember this day for a long time to come.

An Outfit In itself... The New Suit Dress!

Spring's favorite story—the two-piece dress in wonderful new Easter colors. Rayon crepes in light peasant lime, maize, pink, or blue, and brightly colored prints a-flush with snowy jabots! Floral trimmings on solid colors... tucked peplum effects on jackets... lace edging... bright buttons—for distinctive details!... Suit dresses everyone will love!

$9.90

Pinney NOW PLAYING

JOHNNY COY

CARTOON—NEWS